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Abstract
In the proposed talk the following two open problems of software language engineering are discussed: (1) the process of designing a domain-specific software language and (2) the method of teaching domain-specific language design.

The first problem is well-known and simultaneously well-hidden: each individual member of the SLE/DSL community has their own method of designing software languages and especially of implementing them, and as time goes by, gets used and attached to this method, and quite understandably so. There are very few attempts to compare the methods, and even they usually stop at feature modelling [3]. Meanwhile, all such methods receive harsh critique from the industry for being limiting upfront, because in practitioners’ eyes domain specificity starts with embracing the domain, eliciting domain knowledge and communicating with domain experts, where demands like “we will do it with Haskell” or “it will work within our Smalltalk environment” on the requirements engineering stage are premature and unrealistic, since real solutions should integrate into clients’ infrastructure, not the implementers’ [1].

The second problem connects tightly into the first one, but adds another layer of complexity. Where do we begin to teach DSL design? What is the right order of topics? How can we do it in a technology independent way? More importantly, how do we teach non-computer scientists to design languages? (Because with all due respect, there are many more non-programmers and non-engineers in the world than otherwise). Should we put semantics first, as suggested by Erwig and Walkingshaw [4], or explain that semantics is irrelevant to the language structure, per Chomsky [2]? Should we attribute the abundance of general purpose languages to their domain specificity (and therefore cluster them accordingly), following Völter et al. [13], or focus on the fact that DSLs tend to evolve with features from general purpose languages, following Tratt [12], or combine both views? Is it even important? Is Wirth right in saying that language simplicity comes predominantly with modularity [14], or is Hoare right in saying that language simplicity and modularity are different and conflicting, with simplicity being the winner in importance [7]? There are numerous claims and assumptions like these, including many that are “common knowledge” but cannot be traced to publications and experiments, and there is no studybook yet.

Last year I was invited to give a workshop on language design at HDSA’16, a summer academy for designers (http://summer.hackersanddesigners.nl [5], “Bugs, Bots and Bytes”). The workshop lasted one day. It included introductory lectures on the history of software languages from Ada Lovelace’ notes [10] to von Neumann and the Goldstines’ flow diagrams [6] to Grace Murray Hopper’s first automated translators [8] to milestone languages from the design perspective like APL, LOGO, ALGOL-68, UML and examples of DSLs for sheet music, electronic circuitry, pianola plays, etc. That part was entertaining but not innovative to be discussed in detail. The concluding part was hands-on designing, which was also straightforward to execute, assuming the part in between did a good job at explaining what constitutes language design in a broad sense. The target audience mostly consisted of product designers, graphic designers, web designers and very few people with computer science background, 22 in total.

The following model was developed to explain DSL design to non-DSL designers. There are these four components of language design, that must be thought of and about, and one chooses the component to start with depending on the particular circumstances:

• **Schema**: what are sentences of the language, conceptually? Lists? Sets? Trees? Graphs? Tables? Looking inside a sentence, what is there? Are there different kinds of sentences?

• **Grammar**: how do we write sentences down? What alphabet is used? How symbols are constructed in it? Text? Table? Diagrams? Unicode? Colours? Sounds? Gestures?

• **Actions**: what kind of actions do we want the machine perform while executing a program in our language? Is it even intended for automated processing? How do words and sentences correspond to actions?

In classic SLE terms, the **Domain** part is the closest to a domain model or a domain-specific ontology; the **Schema** corresponds to a database schema, a metamodel, abstract syntax, an algebraic data type; the **Grammar** is indeed a grammar in the narrow sense of concrete syntax definition, and **Actions** are about the semantics, virtual machine and similar underlying implementation details and anything else related to runtime and execution.

Several typical ontology visualisation techniques were shown, taken from the survey by Katifori et al. [9], but most participants recognised the familiar mindmap view and settled for it. Grammars were exemplified by BNF-like textual notation, syntax diagrams and the gesture vocabulary from *Make It So* [11].

Each participant pitched their idea for a language, and they have all divided themselves in groups around the ideas that seemed most promising. Most started with either a **Domain** or a **Grammar**. The examples of the domain-driven design process were groups that designed languages for communication between designers and coders (in the context of a web development company) or for communicating with legacy computers (in the context of a museum trying to preserve cultural heritage artefacts requiring obsolete hardware). The examples of the grammar-driven design process included languages written exclusively with emojis or made of movements of riding a bicycle. An example of a schema-driven process was a language which program was supposed to be painting, and an example of an action-driven process was a language to order pizza.

At DSLDI I would like to have a discussion around the Domain-Schema-Grammar-Actions model of DSL design, touch on related topics such as software language design and the approaches to teaching it, and consider the model’s viability as well as its alternatives.
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